The purpose of this booklet is to bring into the classroom the ecological processes and principles that underlie nature. Students get the opportunity to work with natural objects and to learn about the principles that regulate them. In this revised edition, a number of publications have been compiled and printed under one title. The booklet is designed to help the teacher by supplementing existing programs with these student-oriented activities. The information includes simple directions on how to build a number of different terrestrial and aquatic microenvironments, as well as the ecological principles behind their construction and maintenance. All materials are common and easily purchased, including the contents of the terrariums and turtle ponds. There are a number of diagrams and photographs to illustrate the procedures and principles being discussed. (MA)
An Environmental Education Guidebook
As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility for most of our nationally owned public lands and natural resources. This includes fostering the wisest use of our land and water resources, protecting our fish and wildlife, preserving the environmental and cultural values of our national parks and historical places, and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The Department assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to assure that their development is in the best interests of all our people. The Department also has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and for people who live in Island Territories under U.S. administration.

This booklet deals with bringing nature into the daily lives of children. It is a compilation of material previously published under separate titles, now presented in one volume to better provide the means for children and teachers to enliven and enrich their study of the world which all living things share.
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This booklet describes ways to build miniature environments for living things, using low cost materials and equipment which, in many instances, have not previously been used for educational aids.

Miniature environments show how nature provides very specific conditions required to support various forms of plant and animal life, and how the processes of nature renew these elements so that each form of life is sustained healthy and content. The sum total of the relationship of all these elements and processes is known as an ecosystem. The study of ecosystems is called ecology.

Terrariums and other miniature environments introduce students to the basic natural forces in action day after day.

In this way, miniature environments become living laboratories where students may discover by personal contact the workings of such diverse environments as deserts, tropical rain-forests, marshlands, and the various microclimates of the forest floor.

**Water Environments**

The art of keeping living things healthy in a water environment is an ancient one. Today the aquarium hobby enjoys great popularity, and a wide range of equipment and materials permit one to reproduce the environmental requirements for most varieties of aquatic life. Table-top tanks or floor-size ponds can duplicate natural environments for such pond life as turtles, bluegills, crayfish, and various types of floating vegetation which are part of their life-support system.

In a natural outdoor setting, the environment provides its own means for keeping water clean and furnishing sunlight for plant growth and the warmth needed by wildlife. In the miniature environments, these necessary elements are provided by lamps and combinations of pumps and filters. The water filtering facilities are in reality simple sewage treatment systems. Although not as refined as a municipal sewage disposal plant, the mechanical and natural organic mechanisms employed by the pumps and filters utilize the same processes, and illustrate for the student the basic principles of nature's methods of controlling water pollution in outdoor environment.

Practically all life-support requirements can be provided by using standard aquarium products and materials easily obtainable from commercial supply sources and hardware stores. Special fluorescent lamps, originally developed by industry for plant growing, can provide substitute sunlight for both plant and wildlife. Regular incandescent lamps provide the warmth element of sunlight which many forms of wildlife particularly enjoy and require. In the classroom, these substitute environments can be made as large or as small as desired for space and teaching needs.

**Land Environments**

Terrariums can be used to provide the basic shell for miniature environments in which animal and plant life live in a healthy simulated natural ecosystem. Specially-designed terrariums for the classroom may be adapted to the particular requirements of the life forms each contains. Requirements relating to temperature, humidity, light, and seclusion for animal life are given particular consideration.

Terrariums may be built with a common structural design which includes raised floor, aluminum corners, siding to enclose an arena-like chamber, and some form of tenting to provide an enclosed area that can be kept warm and humid. In the case of open-topped arenas, a portion of the overall area can be enclosed to provide the animal life a choice between the two "climates" which the arena provides. This duplicates the animals' natural world where rocks and foliage provide differing climates within the animals' environment.

In the terrarium this two-climate arrangement is provided by having a part of each arena include a chamber enclosed by glass on three sides and the top, with a hanging curtain on the fourth side.
Vertical slits cut at various points in the curtain permit animals to push through the curtain, which closes behind them. Inside the chamber, warmth and humidity can be provided by a small lamp shining through the glass cover of the chamber, and causing water in a watering dish to evaporate into the enclosed atmosphere. This chamber presents a contrast to the cooler, drier atmosphere outside, just as the outdoor environment provides the climate contrasts needed in the natural ecosystem this represents.

A larger totally-enclosed terrarium, using the same basic structure, may use thin, tough plastic film in screen frames instead of glass sidings. Since large pieces of glass are costly, heavy, and dangerous if broken, large terrariums are more practical when constructed of sturdy clear film material. While this siding can be punctured, it is easily patched or replaced with new film in a wide choice of thickness.

Other large terrariums may provide a totally-enclosed warm, humid environment and a small filtered pond. Together these features provide an ideal environment for certain tropical or warm-climate reptile life. Fluorescent lights promote plant growth, which in turn tends to enhance the cleanliness of the arena as soil and plant growth partially handle the reprocessing of animal droppings.

**Worlds Under a Dome**

The terrariums described so far share one thing in common: They are, entirely or in part, virtually sealed "worlds" in which the only element that needs to be continually added from the outside is light—the energy source that perpetuates life in these small ecosystems. While these enclosed worlds can be opened for closer inspection (especially during times when inside condensation is severe) and plant trimmings, they can be left for weeks to care for themselves.

Being closed, moisture is contained in the terrarium, and the water-cycle of nature functions normally. Mosses and various swampland vegetation thrive in the warm humid climate which is provided. Direct sunlight is not necessary, and, indeed, is to be avoided, since it can overheat the enclosed areas. Normal window lighting is sufficient to keep plant life healthy. Located on a "lazy susan" turntable, they are easily rotated daily to make sure all areas inside are evenly exposed to window illumination.

One ancestor of the modern terrarium was the parlor fernery found in the homes of many nineteenth century Americans. One style of fernery was an enclosed case which contained a complete micro-environment for the plants inside. Designed by an Englishman, named Ward, it won prizes at world fairs, and was copied as elaborately carved pieces of furniture. Ward discovered that plants could thrive in completely enclosed and sealed micro-environments when he noticed that a plot of earth which accidentally had been left in a sealed bottle began to grow. As he watched the bottle, he saw grass, ferns, mosses and insect life appear and thrive in this enclosed world.
These miniature worlds are limited in size only by the choice of the overall containers. Commercial sources offer a wide range of equipment that can be used. Even a simple clear plastic drinking cup turned upside down can become the container for a miniature ecosystem. Other domes range from cake covers and other kitchen containers to simple acetate cylinders from round container covers.

Inside the container, tiers for plantings can be fashioned from old tape spools and other plastic scrap. In the larger display, slabs of rock stuck together with silastic rubber cement can form natural-looking mounds and shelves on which to place mosses and other plants with a small portion of the earth they came from.

Where bodies of water—even in relatively small containers—are provided in the miniature worlds, a variety of minute wildlife can live in health and contentment. Some snails and perhaps a small fish can find enough food to live on in a water bath. Salamanders—seldom seen since they are very secretive—seek out niches in the natural habitats provided by the rocks and moss banks. When these enclosed ecosystems are assembled in the fall and winter, the soil and mosses which are placed in the domed enclosure contain many eggs of insects. Once in the warm indoor setting, this insect life hatches and enhances the activity taking place in the enclosed world.

Special plant-growing artificial lights may be used in equipping miniature environments. A number of manufacturers now regularly make these special fluorescent tubes which provide the special light which photosynthesis and chlorophyll functions require to provide plant growth.

**Miniature Environments in the Classroom**

It is possible to design and build a wide variety of miniature environments which contain all of the elements needed for keeping living things in a soundly balanced ecosystem. At low cost, often using materials and equipment which has been developed for other primary industrial uses, teachers and students can create natural worlds-under-a-dome. Through these tools for teaching and interpretation, new dimensions can be added to the classroom experience of young people with the facets and processes of their environment.
Enclosed environments for warm-climate plant and animal life

A great variety of plant and animal life lives in tropical or subtropical climates. Many classrooms, particularly in northern areas, have colder and drier climates than that to which such life is accustomed. When tropical or subtropical plants and animals are brought indoors, therefore, a warm and moist environment must be provided for them. For this it is necessary to build an enclosure that duplicates these natural conditions, but avoids the problems of excessive rot and fungus which typify hot, wet environments. The enclosure accomplishes these purposes.

This enclosure consists of a raised-floor picture-frame base, to which one inch angle-aluminum strips are attached at each corner and hold four "screen frame" sides in place. The side frame in this assembly utilize a clear thin plastic film to confine the warm humid atmosphere required by the plant and animal life enclosed. Glass is not recommended for such large containers because of cost and safety considerations.

The frame for each side is fashioned from aluminum screen frame material that is available at most hardware stores. While these frames are intended to use wire or plastic screen, they may be fitted instead with 2 mil-thick DuPont Surlyn 1601-A "Blister pack" film. This low-cost, tough, puncture-resisting material is able to stand the rigors that fingers and claws will inflict upon it from both inside and outside when used as an enclosure for a warm environment display.

Since plant-growing fluorescent lights are used to provide warmth and promote plant health in this environment, the top is made of one-quarter inch braced plywood. Standard aquarium lamp housings can be used to provide this light, and holes are cut into the plywood top in which to nest one or two such lamp housings. If desired, fluorescent lamps may be used. All necessary fittings may be obtained from a hardware store, and the fixtures may be mounted on the underside of the plywood top.

While the plywood top serves to hold the four side frames in place, masking tape with adhesive on both sides can be used to strengthen three of the plastic film screen frames in place. The remaining end frame is left untaped so it is easily slid up and out of the enclosure to permit cleaning. The side frames which abut this sliding frame must be measured carefully before assembly so that they provide a grooved slot to accommodate this sliding frame. And the plywood top must be cut short at the end so it allows free clearance for this frame as it is slid in and out of place.

The raised picture-frame floor serves several purposes. It provides a firm mount for the vertical aluminum frame pieces attached at each corner to hold the enclosure's screen frames in place. It also provides subfloor space in which water and feeding dishes, plant pots, and sand trays can be recessed and perhaps most important, a floor that is free of chill—which can be hard on turtles, lizards, etc. Where added floor warmth may be needed a small lamp of sufficient wattage can be wired, under the floor to provide floor temperature to meet any need. Because considerable moisture is contained in the atmosphere of this enclosure, marine plywood should be used for the floor and top of this enclosure. Whatever wood is used, it should be thoroughly treated with a water resistant finish.

The picture-frame base should be about four inches deep to provide a firm mounting for the vertical one-inch aluminum side frame supports. These supports should be screwed into place so that they offer strong parallel support for the screen frames they will hold. The floor is made of ¼-inch plywood on the picture frame base of 1 x 4-inch miter-corner fir or pine boards.

Before assembly, all holes for food and water dishes, sand trays, and potted plants should be cut and sanded down. One-quarter inch diameter holes should be drilled through the floor at approximately every six inches around the edges (just inside where the 1 x 4" picture-frame base will be nailed and glued) to allow air to circulate. The picture-frame floor assembly is then put together, and treated with a water-proof, wood sealing finish. When dry, the angle-aluminum corner pieces
should be drill and counter-sunk to accommodate wood screws and then secured in place. A dab of clear silastic rubber should be spread along the joint to enhance the strength of each corner mounting. The angle-aluminum corner brackets can be as high as desired. Care should be taken to make sure each provides a parallel facing all the way around for the screen frames they must support, with additional length to accommodate the plywood top that caps the enclosure.

Screen frames are made from special strips of screen holding channel aluminum and corner assemblies of the kind sold at most hardware stores. While measurements are given in the illustrations shown here, these frames can be made to any size desired. Care must be taken that the final frame assembly is tight fitting, with special allowance for a sliding frame at one end. When measuring to cut the aluminum screen strips, allowance must be made for the added length of the corner fittings.

When assembling each of the four frames, their corners must be tight so they will not shift or yield to the pressures exerted by the stretched film they are to contain. For this purpose they may be crimped. Any spaces that remain should be filled with silastic rubber to make sure that the corner joints will stay firmly in place when the Surlyn film is mounted. Surlyn A “Blister pack” film is a DuPont plastic material. A call to the local DuPont office will provide information on a nearby source. The roll of film that is used should be at least four inches wider all the way around than the frames in which it will be mounted.

The plastic film is mounted in each screen frame in the same manner that wire screen is mounted. The supplier can provide this information. In this case, however, the Surlyn film must be cut oversized, and then stretched out over the ready-for-mounting frame on a large table, to assure that it is taut and free of wrinkles. Pieces of masking tape may be used to pull it out until it is taut and wrinkle free.
Special aluminum runners come with the screen frame aluminum and are pressed into slots in the runners to hold the film in place. Once cut, the ends of all aluminum strips should be smoothed free of sharp edges with emery paper before mounting the film. All four runners should be pushed into the four sides of the frame to hold the film into place. The Surlyn plastic will stretch a bit, but this is proper. When all runners are in place, a sharp knife can be used to trim excess plastic film.

Black masking tape can be used to cover the hold-down runners and edges of the film. Any wrinkles in the stretched plastic film after it is mounted may be eliminated by allowing a stream of hot tap water to play on the film to "form" the film, clean it, and "set" it smoothly in the frame. When all four frames are completed, they are ready to be mounted in the aluminum brackets of the enclosure.

The plywood top should be fitted with small corner blocks on the underside that will serve to "home" the top in place and brace the tops of the screen frames, flush in place, against their angle-aluminum supports. The end of the top which is cut short (in order to allow the screen frame in that end to slide up without having to remove the plywood cover) should be supported at that end with a strip of wood beneath the underside of this end. This will prevent the tendency of this end to sag due to lack of support.

A power cord must be provided for aquarium housing lights or other lighting fixtures of special design nested in the plywood top. Rather than extend this cord overhead to a remote socket, it is best to provide an outlet in the base of the enclosure. The light cord from the top can then be run down one angle-aluminum brace to plug into a socket mounted in the picture-frame base. Although this arrangement is not entirely necessary, it is neater than a dangling overhead cord. The aquarium hood lamp housings should be equipped with fluorescent plant-growth lamps for the benefit of the shrubs and other potted plants located in the enclosure.

The floor of the enclosure may be fitted with a natural-looking plastic carpeting (a hardware store item) cut so as to permit easy removal from around the recessed dishes when necessary for
cleaning. A hand punch may be used to cut out air holes in the carpet to match up with those in the wood floor. It is well to provide two of these carpets, to be alternately used in the enclosure so each may be thoroughly cleaned and dried out from time to time.

This enclosure can be made as large or small as needed. The one shown on page 5, complete with measurements, is big enough to support the growth of a small shrub. Anoles—the American "chameleon"—quickly make this their arboreal home. It is also large enough to provide a home for a small iguana. A fiberglass restaurant serving tray containing dirt and gravel serves as a base for this shrub and several other smaller plants. The tray is recessed in a cut-out section of the enclosure floor, with the tree pot and other plant pots recessed through the bottom of the fiberglass serving tray. The enclosure shown is big enough to include even a small water pond—complete with water filter and a small "tensor" lamp basking light—to satisfy the needs of several small water turtles.

Though the film siding is quite tough, it may be punctured. If so, it can be patched with tape, or replaced from time to time with a new piece of plastic film. With reasonable care, however, it will last indefinitely.

The earthen tray will support a ground-covering plant growth which derives its energy from the overhead lamps. The addition of a few dry-land hermit crabs will assist in keeping the enclosure clean. Anoles, many turtles, lizards, and snakes, all will thrive in the warm climate this inexpensive but environmentally-complete enclosure provides.
Enclosed environments for anoles and other warm-climate wildlife

A simple yet suitable enclosure can be made of plastic materials commonly found in local stores. Although the enclosure may take any convenient shape, it is recommended that the basic design be a cylinder constructed of a single piece of clear acetate sheeting which nests between two similar-sized plastic container tops. Such acetate sheeting may be obtained from a drafting supply store, and should be at least .0075 inches thick—if possible, thicker than the weight used for covering desk blotters.

For the top and bottom of the cylinder the best container lids are those which have a lip, or recess, which will fit well in place when matched up with the ends of the acetate cylinder. The cylinder should be cut so as to neatly fit the circumference of the rims or slots in the lids. To form the cylinder, two edges of an acetate sheet will have to be joined together. When calculating the length and width of the cylinder sheet to fit the circumference of the container lid allowance should be made for an additional half-inch for an overlap. The edges of the acetate cylinder are secured together by using half inch transparent plastic tape that is adhesive on both sides. Two people should perform this step, since it takes more than two hands to hold the plastic sheet in place while the strip of tape is aligned along one edge, and then carefully overlapped so the edges are even when stuck together.

Bonding the overlapped edges of the cylinder may also be done using acetone as a solvent, instead of plastic tape. This will make a more permanent joint, and a neater one. Acetone can be brought in drug stores where it is often sold as “non-oily” nail polish remover.

When the acetate cylinder is set in place, and nested between the two capping lids, the chamber will be virtually sealed. However, there must be a means for maintaining a flow of air through the enclosed chamber. To provide air input, use a hand punch to make 4 to 6 small holes at equal distances around the top and bottom edges of the cylinder. Locate these holes far enough in from the edges so as not to weaken the cylinder rims. If clear styrene plastic container lids with raised lips have been used, the holes in the acetate should be located so that they are centered against the raised lip. Their desired location on the lip should first be marked with a pin-scratch or marking pen. Then the holes can be carefully drilled in the ridged styrene plastic lips. Do this at the top and bottom. A speed-control drill is best for this step, as styrene flows if the drill bit gets hot. A slow turning bit will help prevent this.

This arrangement of air holes in the acetate will allow the cylinder to be rotated in order to either open or close these openings. Simple as this air flow arrangement appears, it will afford excellent control of the inside climate by regulating temperature and moisture content and the movement of air through the chamber.
There must also be a means of access to the inside to occasionally add food and water. One way to do this is to remove the top cover when access is needed. An alternative to taking off the top cover is to cut a small round hole in the lid that serves as the top. This opening should be about 3/4" in diameter over which a piece of screen or in which a plug can be put to keep the anoles from getting out. The Nylon Filter Corporation of Hebron, Illinois 60034, makes an ideal plastic screen cap-like closure (their part #NFC 33350) that snaps on and off for easy access to this opening. The base of this closure can be epoxy-cemented in place over the hole. The screened top portion of this cap can then be snapped on and off as needed for sprinkling water onto the plants inside, or dropping in meal worms to feed the animal life inside.

Cutting holes in styrene is difficult. A round-tipped soldering iron may be used for making small holes, with a little knife work to clean up afterwards. Larger holes may be cut with a coping saw, but this must be done with great care since the coping saw tends to jam and fracture the styrene material. As an alternative method, a thumb-screw adjustable drafting compass makes a fine tool for “scribing” a hole out of styrene. Using the regular pivot pin for centering the compass, put a steel pin in the “pencil” end. By continually scribing or etching a circle in the styrene the point of the pin will cut neatly through the plastic. Doing this etching from opposite sides of the styrene will hasten the cutting process. No other technique of cutting large holes in styrene is as quick and effective.

The inside “decor” of the cylinder enclosure can be made as sparse or as elaborate as desired. To make the system as self-supporting as possible, the floor should be sodded with rich humus and planted with clover or some slow-growing and low-ground cover. (A garden shop plant known as “Baby Tears” is an excellent choice.)
When dirt is used, the air holes at the base of the cylinder wall should be kept free of dirt, using stones or small plastic window walls to insure free air flow through the holes. An attractive small shrub makes an ideal center plant for the container and provides place upon which the anoles can climb. When this is provided, they like to stretch out on the uppermost leaves of such plants. A small plastic pill box can be used as a pot in which to plant this shrub. The box can be epoxy-cemented in place on the floor of the cylinder to prevent its being tipped over. “Sno-paque” solvent also works to bond styrene parts together.

A plant-growth lamp, hung above the container, will provide both warmth which the anoles need as well as radiant energy for the plant life. This plant life plays an important role in maintaining the cleanliness of the enclosure. The droppings of the anoles will be absorbed by the soil which decomposes it in a natural manner. Consequently periodic cleaning will be virtually unnecessary. A dry-land hermit crab also may be added to aid in the housecleaning chores. It will feed on most anything left over from the feeding process, as well as matter that grows in the soil.

The net effect of this system is to create an attractive and almost completely self-sufficient assemblage of compatible plant and animal life—all housed in a low-cost, easily built container that affords both excellent visibility and controlled protection of the enclosed environment and the life it supports.
Micro-climate enclosures for plantlife

Many small house plants and mosses thrive in the home or classroom in a sufficiently humid climate. Placed in an enclosure with a source of incidental light for energy, and occasional mist-watering with an atomizer or spray bottle to replace moisture loss when the enclosure is opened, this display presents a complete life support system. The terrarium can become an attractive, constantly changing, educational exhibit of plantlife.

Terrarium containers come in a wide variety of sizes and shapes. They range from common jelly jars to large hemispherical domes-on-trays and cake covers, from fishbowls to covered plastic drinking tumblers. Designs and dimensions should fit space available. Units may thrive on light from a window or medium-intensity tungsten lamp (bottom left) or include their own plant-growing fluorescent tube (below). Larger units, such as a "world-under-a-dome," may be built on a "Lazy Susan" turntable fitted with a dome-shaped cover, and rotated from time to time to expose all sides evenly to the light source (top left).
Repeating Nathaniel Ward's classic experiment in the home or classroom is a good introduction to terrariums. Start simply. Take a clean jar and spoon from the kitchen and dig up a small section of dirt—with or without small plants—from your yard or nearby lot. Although the best time of year to gather soil samples is after the first cold weather in fall, samples may be taken any time.

Place the soil inside the jar. If extremely dry, water the soil lightly. Then, cover the jar. Within a few days, seeds within the soil should germinate, and existing plants grow larger. Not all plants will survive in an enclosed environment, but many will flourish. To determine which plants thrive in terrariums, fill several jars with soil samples and compare their growth.

Terrariums can be aesthetically pleasing educational exhibits. Whether large or small, plants should be arranged within the terrarium to look natural and efficiently occupy space.

If you choose to purchase plants for your terrarium (rather than using the back yard variety), the following suggested plants may be obtained at most plant stores:

**Little Tree Forms**
- Parlor Palms (bar bella)
- Podocarpus
- Artillery Plant
- Ardisia crenata
- Pittosporum

**Flowering Plants**
- African Violets
- Miniature Begonias
- Miniature Gloxinia
- Strawberry Begonia
- Violets
- Cape Primrose
- Oxalis
- Callopis
- Flame Violet

**Larger Leaf Plants**
- Prayer plant
- Pepperomias
- Mosaic or Nerve plant
- Aluminum plant
- Pilea “Moon Valley”
- Ferns
- Butter fern
- Walking fern

**Ground Covers**
- Creeping Charlie
- Baby Tears
- Creeping Fig
- Corsican Mint
- Jobs Tears

The illustrations below show raised or "tiered" gardens made of natural-looking stone-edged shelving. Stone frames for the "domed" gardens are fashioned from slabs of thin rock stacked in such a way as to provide ledges into which the plant materials can be tucked. After being thoroughly cleaned, the stones are cemented together with epoxy cement or with silastic rubber, to form a single unit.
In the case of the cylindrical lamp (below) the elevated ledges are fashioned with plastic spools, cups, and circular pieces of plastic. All are then cemented together to form a basic sculptured frame. On this frame, small wedges of thin stone are cemented in place with epoxy or silastic-rubber to complete the shelving. When plant material is tucked in place, only the natural-looking rock material will be left exposed.

In the very small units, empty Scotch tape spools, parts of pill vials, and other small plastic scrap are used as separators for single pieces of small circular slabs of stone on which small pieces of plant material are placed.

When the basic structure has been built, mosses and other plants can be put into place. Mosses may be cut to fit the particular configurations which each level of the ledges offer, and small plants or ferns can be placed in with the various mosses. A portion of each plant’s original earth should be retained with it. Locating the plants provides an opportunity for developing original designs for the layout of the micro-climate enclosure. Be selective in what plant goes where. Seek to make the enclosed display look attractive from all sides.

To create an exhibit in a jar or container with a small opening, you will need a long-handled tool for planting. A spoon securely taped to a thin stick will suffice. Before planting, wash the container with hot soapy water and dry it thoroughly. Then, put a layer of fine moist gravel on the container bottom. Mix pieces of activated charcoal with the gravel to keep the soil from becoming sour (charcoal brickettes are not a good substitute). Next add a thick layer of rich soil similar to that where the plants are found. To create an interesting effect, form small hills and valleys. A good soil mixture consists of equal parts of garden soil and sand.

Mosses make good ground cover in container "gardens." Another possibility is aquarium gravel in bright natural colors; it is available at most variety stores. Add stone or shell for decoration. If the space is large enough, a small glass can act as a pool. Taller plants should be surrounded by the smaller ones and creeping types. Planning ahead minimizes the amount of moving plant materials around. Plant taller plants before smaller ones.

Once built, the garden should be sprayed lightly with water. Only the roots of ferns and other leaf plants should be heavily watered. When this is done, and the dome or lid is replaced, nature’s water cycle will operate in the same way it does in the outdoor environment.

In the case of a cylindrical enclosure which is fitted with its own lamp, a tube of acetate serves to confine the atmosphere surrounding the plant life. This may be fashioned easily from a sheet of .0075” acetate obtained from an art or drafting supply store. The acetate should overlap, and should be taped together with Scotch tape that is adhesive on both sides, or “bonded” together.
using acetate—known as “non-oily nail polish remover.” These adhesives are generally obtainable in drug stores.

For the first few weeks watch the moisture level to make sure your miniature greenhouse has enough but not too much water. It wants a moist atmosphere, not a soggy one. Look for these telltale signs: fine beads of moisture on container walls indicate the right amount of water; a dense fog means too much; no moisture means not enough. (White or brown spots on plants indicate too much water. Remove affected plants and allow the container to dry out.)

Where necessary—such as during classroom instruction periods—condensation can be wiped from the inside surface of the dome or enclosure with an “anti-windshield-fogging” cloth obtainable at auto supply stores. As an alternative, holes may be punched in the acetate wall of the cylinder to permit a little air flow through the inside. These “breaks” in the integrity of the system, however, mean that some moisture will be lost from the enclosed area. Thus, the more air permitted to flow through the system, the more attention will have to be paid to furnishing additional moisture for the system by occasional spraying.

The terrarium is a living environment and constantly changes. Plants will continue to grow, some touching the dome’s surface. Cuttings from many such plants will re-root simply by tucking them back into a moss bank. Mosses and plants brought in during the late fall will often include the eggs of insects that will soon hatch in the “spring” temperature of the warm classroom. They offer novelty and illustrate the interdependence of plantlife and insects in the seasonal cycle of the natural world.

Since light is particularly important to enclosed plantlife systems, care must be taken to see that enough of the right kind of light is available. The domed worlds that are almost entirely sealed will do well in a window, but should not be exposed to direct sunlight for more than a few minutes at a time. Inside temperatures will rise quickly, and make the environment too hot for mosses that seldom grow in the bright light. Incident window light is sufficient, provided the “world” is rotated on its lazy susan table from time to time each day.

Artificial light may also be used. Both tungsten light and special plant growth fluorescent tubes are sufficient to nurture plant growth. Not all plants thrive on the same wave lengths of light, however, and so a mixture or choice among lamp types may be desirable. Many lamp manufacturers provide literature on the plant-growing ability of their lamps. In addition, several books are available that deal with growing plants by artificial light. Several lamp manufacturers now market both lamps and special fixtures intended for use by the home indoor gardening enthusiast. Contact with the local agents of major makers of such equipment will bring information on the latest developments in this new approach to indoor gardening.
How to make a dome

Making the dome to enclose your miniature environment on a tray or platform is an ideal manual arts class project (or for the home workshop enthusiast) where, with low-cost materials and simple tools, you can make covers for any "world-under-a-dome" as well as for displays and exhibits, and to cover models or fragile keepsakes.

The materials and tools used to make blown covers for tray-based miniature environments are simple and cost very little. The plastic— butyrate—is 15 mils (.015 inches) thick, the kind used to "blister-pack" small commercial sale products.

The diagram (right) shows one way to make the "oven" (used to blow the domes) and the template assembly that controls dome size. (The oven in pictures 1 through 6 is slightly different from the diagram.) Picture 1 shows how the sheet plastic is 'sandwiched' between the template and the sponge-rubber covered base plate that makes the assembly airtight (1/4" sponge rubber is sufficient). The base plate is made of good quality flat 3/4" plywood. It is covered with sponge rubber. The templates are made of 3/4" plywood.

by Ron Thomas
The base and template are used to sandwich a piece of the blister pack film between them: First the base plate, then the film, and lastly the covering template with its cut-out hole. The sandwich is held tightly together with large manuscript clamps. The purpose of the sandwich is to create an airtight pocket between the plastic film and sponge-covered base plate. When the plastic is warmed sufficiently to yield to air pressure, air pumped into this pocket will make the plastic expand through the template hole.

To blow air into this pocket there must be an input fitting. This is made by gluing an input tube fitting to the middle of the base plate backside, properly drilled out so the air will flow through the wood block and base plate.

A hole should be cut near the center of the sponge rubber to allow air blown in the sandwich to go through the sponge rubber.

Once the 'sandwich' has been clamped together, the air line is plugged into the fitting and the assembly fitted to the top of the oven (picture 2).

The oven is made from a cardboard shipping drum with a window cut in the side (picture 3). The window is, tape-hinged, on one side and a piece of butyrate taped on the inside to prevent heat from escaping through the opening. The inside of the drum is lined with corrugated shipping cardboard to which aluminum foil is glued. (Spray adhesive makes an easy job of this.) This serves to insulate the oven.

The lamp inside the oven serves only to illuminate the blowing dome so you will know when it is the size you desire. The air tubing can be regular ¼” aquarium store plastic tubing. An aquarium store air pump is strong enough to blow the bubble.

For a large oven—say 50-gallon size—a screw in 600 watt heating element can be used in a porcelain socket mounted in the middle of the drum bottom. (Another porcelain socket nearby is used for the light bulb). Wiring for these sockets is extended to the outside through a small hole in the cardboard side of the drum. Use hook up wire that can stand both the heat and current drain of this element.

For a small oven, a 600 watt element is too hot. You will have to make your own.

The heating element for a small oven is made of fine nichrome wire—the kind used by model rocket enthusiasts to fire their rockets. About eight feet of it is required to yield the right resistance to properly heat the oven. If you've an ohm meter, the length should read about 50 ohms for a small oven (14” in diameter by about 2' high).

A round base plate is used to mount both the nichrome element and the porcelain light bulb socket. Cup hooks with ceramic washers (available from an appliance servicing supplier) make an ideal rig to use to suspend the element. Use silastic rubber to glue the porcelain washers to eight or ten cup hooks. Screw these equi-distant around the base plate so that holes line up and will suspend the element about 2” in from the side of the drum.

Since the rocketeer, nichrome is quite long, it can be wound on a large nail to make a coil of it.
It is then taken off the nail and stretched enough to allow it to pass through the washers in the circle of pot hooks.

Each end of the nichrome wire is looped so it can be bolted to a 3" length of very heavy solid copper wire, which in turn is attached to the wiring that ultimately goes to the wall outlet and which also lights the bulb.

The finished nichrome and base plate assembly is bolted in the bottom of the drum, with its electric line fed outside through a hole in the drum. Make sure your wiring is neat, so as to avoid short circuits.

By looking through the oven window, you can decide when the dome is big enough, at which time turn off the heater and open the oven. But keep pumping! Air shrinks as it cools, and so a "head" of air pressure must be maintained until the plastic cools and "sets" (picture 4).

When the dome is cool to your touch (pump still running!) you can start removing the manuscript clamps (picture 5). Then turn off the pump. Take the assembly apart. The finished dome may be trimmed around the edge with shears but leave about a 1/4" rim for strength (picture 6).

The open oven soon cools. When not too hot to handle, the oven top can be lifted off and put rightside on a nearby table (picture 5).
**Indoor turtle ponds**

Providing a healthy indoor environment for water turtles calls for clean, chill-free water, a warm place out of water where they can dry off, space in which to swim freely, and places to hide. While an aquarium may provide most of these features, turtles do not require deep water. They do better in shallow pond-shaped containers.

Many shallow pond-shaped containers are sold in local stores. They range in size from a child's shallow wading pool or baby bathing tub to cat-litter trays.

In addition, an aluminum angle-frame glass tank can be constructed in tabletop size from easily obtained materials. Silastic rubber, found in most hardware stores, makes an excellent bonding agent to hold the glass tank together and make it water tight. Half-inch aluminum angle-strips from a hardware store are silastic-bonded over all joined edges of the glass to strengthen the tank and improve its appearance.

Double-strength window glass is adequate to use for tanks no more than seven inches deep or more than two feet long on any side. The same window glass can be used for the bottom but must be reinforced with a half-inch thick plywood bottom. The edges of this bottom board should be chiseled out a half inch in from the edge around the base, so that the aluminum angle edging that goes around the bottom of the glass tank will be recessed below the upper surface of the board. This done, the glass bottom will lie directly upon the board and receive full support from the plywood bottom.

The four glass sides and the bottom piece should be carefully cut to the size tank desired so they will fit squarely when they are cemented together. Emery paper should be used to dull any sharp edges of the glass that will be exposed. Gloves should be used when doing this to avoid cutting the hands.

Caulking the four glass sides together and in place on the bottom glass is best done by first taping all glass panels in place from the outside with masking tape. This will hold the glass together until all inner seams have been caulked with clear or black silastic rubber. These seams should be allowed to set overnight. (Hardware stores are good sources of this material.)

Four half-inch aluminum angle pieces should be cut as corner covering, as well as pieces to go around the four bottom edges of the tank. When the bottom pieces have been caulked along the glass joints with the silastic rubber, they should be mitered to effect a snug fit of all aluminum pieces. All pieces should be held in place with masking tape until the silastic adhesive is firmly set.

Keeping the pond water clean requires a special oil-collecting filter and a pump to pull the tank water through it. The diagram on page 19 illustrates the basic design of such a filter. In operation, water flows in through the two slits near the top of the filter bottle made from a one-quart size plastic bottle or container. The water is pulled through a piece of plastic sponge material (do not use cellulose sponges) and the rocks below it by a pump attached to the 1/2-inch aquarium store vinyl tube coming out of the bottom of the tank. The slits in the bottle should be located at the tank's water level, and should be narrow enough that inflowing water cascades downwards. This cascading effect causes the surface oils, produced by food and waste matter, to collect in the filter sponges. A rock cap holds the filter in place on the bottom of the tank. If desired, the filter may be cemented in place with silastic rubber to avoid tip-over problems.

This rock cap can serve as a basking area. Also, it may be extended by cementing additional pieces of rock on the under edge of the main cap rock with silastic rubber or epoxy cement. Rocks must be thoroughly cleaned before being cemented together, and "C" clamps may be needed to hold the rock pieces together until the cement sets overnight. When the assembly is complete, it should be designed in such a way that it can be balanced on the filter bottle.

Selection of a pump must be based on the amount of tank water involved. For a large 200 gallon wading pool—and lots of turtles—a pump...
**Filter and rock ramp assembly**

1. Several flat rocks are epoxy or Silastic-rubber cemented together to form a well-balanced cap rock. At least one piece of rock must be cemented at an angle, to reach down in the water so that turtles can climb out on the cap rock.

4. Two slits in the bottle allow water—and surface oils—to flow into the filter; cascading downwards to about a three-quarters of an inch lower water level inside the filter. Depth of tank, therefore, is from the filter bottom up to almost the top of the slits.

3. Polyethylene or similar plastic sponge material is used for the filter. When water no longer 'cascades' downwards in the filter, it must be cleaned.

6. Small course construction gravel supports the aerobic bacteria culture that helps clean the water. Net plastic grape bag helps lifting the gravel out for cold-water rinsing.

2. & 7. Filter container can be an old plastic quart bottle. Hose at the bottom should be selected to fit the input of the pump chosen to power the filter.

Circular plastic lift platform isn't required, but it makes filter removal much easier.
moving 300 to 500 gallons of water per hour is called for, and a filter made in a gallon size plastic bottle or container (about six inches across).

Selection of the type of pump needed deserves careful study. Those in which water movement is handled with both input and output tubes are best, since water must be pulled through the filter and it is desirable to connect the pump input directly to the filter's output tube. Many garden supply stores sell small submersible fountain pumps. Some of these can be mounted in the side wall of the filter box, thus eliminating the filter output tube. Others can be mounted in the side of the tank, or on an over-hanging bracket at the pool's rim.

In larger tanks, such as those made from large wading pools and placed on the floor, a separate basking ramp or log can be used, and the filter may be held in place elsewhere in the tank under a single slab of rock.

A trim slice from a large log—a scrap item at most saw mills—will afford a natural looking bark surface upon which turtles can climb to get out of the water. The wood underside can be drilled to take 1/2 inch dowel legs; each tipped with rubber chair leg tips to avoid puncturing the tank bottom when it's set in place in the tank.

A basking light should be located above the ramp upon which the turtles can climb to get warm and dry. A 150-watt reflector bulb, at two feet or more distance, provides adequate warmth.

In cooler climates or where room temperatures seldom exceed 70° F, a good thermostat-controlled aquarium heater should be used to hold tank water between 75-80° F. It can be firmly mounted on a side bracket of wood or aluminum so it extends almost to the bottom of the tank, in the water.

In smaller table-top tanks, small aquarium heaters should be used if the tank's water temperature falls to hold to above 75° F. Where submersible pumps are used; they may impart enough heat into the water to warm it adequately.

Aquarium gravel, no more than a half inch deep, should be spread on bottom of the tank to give a more natural appearance. Small rocks also add to this effect, but care should be taken to see that they do not puncture a plastic tank or break the bottom of a glass tank.

Where only a few turtles are placed in the tanks, water plants can be added where they can have the benefit of plant-growing fluorescent lamps. Where many turtles are involved, it may be desirable to use plastic plants from an aquarium store. Most turtles include plant life in their diet, and so they will feed on any living plants available to them.

The addition of a few bottom-feeding turtles, such as infant snappers, musk and mud turtles, and several plecostamus catfish from an aquarium store will greatly aid in keeping the pond clean. These species pick up food overlooked by the other turtles, and add to the overall activity in the pond.

Turtles like variety in their diet, including an occasional piece of fish and a sampling of grocery store greens. Since a filtering system is used, they can be fed on the water of their tank. A good staple diet should be used. One example of a suitable diet is the dry fish hatchery pelletized food known as "Trout Chow" #5105 (a Ralston Purina product). It is inexpensive and does not require refrigeration. Some aquarium stores will stock it, on order; and generally it can be bought in large bags from agricultural feed stores. A large bag will last indefinitely, and, being very economical, some waste can be tolerated if one cannot find another turtle enthusiast with whom to share it.
Filter sponges require regular cleaning. To facilitate this operation, obtain polyethylene plastic sponge sheeting, about one inch thick, usually found in hardware stores. Several snug-fitting pieces should be cut to fit the filter bottle, and their use can be rotated so each is allowed to dry out after washing every so often.

The coarse-finish gravel pile in the filter also plays a vital role in water cleansing. An aerobic bacteria culture settles into the gravel and helps process the wastes from the water circulating through the filter. If only a few turtles are in the tank, a single bath of water will stay clean several weeks, with daily or half-weekly filter changes. Turtles can carry intestinal disorders that affect humans, so care should be taken to wash hands well after cleaning filters and handling articles in the tank.
Arenas for Turtles with Micro-climate Chamber

Certain types of wildlife such as turtles and lizards, need variety in the climate of their habitat. In the outdoor environment, nature offers this variety by providing rocky ledges, high and dry and exposed to the sun, and also providing fallen logs, moss-covered, damp, and shaded. When this is its natural environment, wildlife moves at will from one microclimate to another. If this same wildlife is moved indoors, its need for environmental variety can be met by providing separate enclosed chambers in which temperature, humidity, light and shade are controlled.

For use in a classroom or other indoor display area, simple enclosures for non-climbing reptiles can be made with low glass sides, using a picture-frame base that serves both as the floor of the arena and as a place to mount the angle-aluminum corner posts that hold the glass siding. Within the arena, the space is divided among two chambers. One is open to the air and temperature of the room—a man-made environment. The other chamber is enclosed, with a watering dish furnishing a moisture source, and a high-intensity outside lamp furnishing warmth and light within the chamber.

Easy access to the enclosed chamber is important. Open doorways are not practical if the warm, humid atmosphere of the chamber is to be maintained. To provide a sufficiently closed space and, at the same time, allow animals to enter and leave at will, a strip of clear mylar plastic sheeting may be hung from the glass or plastic top panel of the enclosed portion of the arena. This mylar curtain hangs almost to the floor of the arena, and has a series of vertical slits cut at intervals of about an inch apart. The animals thus are able to push through the slit curtain with ease whenever they wish to enter or leave the chamber. As they push through the curtain, it falls back into place, closing the chamber again.

The task of fitting and hanging the plastic curtain will be helped by first making a crease along the edge of the curtain which is matched with the roof of the enclosure. This will create a right-angle lip which can be taped to the edge of the top panel. Scotch tape that has adhesive on both sides works well for this purpose, and is available in most drafting and art supply stores.

Standard double-strength window glass can be cut for use as the arena sides and the cover panel of the enclosed chamber. The exposed edges of the glass panels should be dulled with sandpaper, and gloves should be worn while working with freshly-cut glass.

Construction of this arena starts with preparing the plywood floor, and cutting holes in it for placing water dishes or other fixtures. At this time, it also may be desirable to cut and lay down pieces of plastic carpeting for the arena floor. A wide variety of textures and colors for such carpeting is available at large hardware stores. Where feasible, several carpets should be prepared, so they can be rotated—one in use, with others are washed and thoroughly dried.

At each corner of the plywood floor-platform an aluminum angle bracket should be fastened, extending upward as high as needed to hold the side and end panels in place. Although the glass panels will be cut to fit snugly into the frame provided by the brackets, it is well to tape them into the frame, using cloth masking tape with adhesive on both sides. It is suggested that the panel at the end opposite the enclosed chamber be left without this adhesive tape, so it will be free to slide up and out of the bracket to allow access for cleaning the floor of the arena.

A reflector bulb of about 75 watts should be mounted over the glass cover so that its heat radiates into the enclosed chamber. The reflections
water dish, which can be made from half of any ball-hinged plastic box, should be recessed into the floor below the light so it will receive the radiation from the lamp and evaporate water vapor into the atmosphere of the enclosed chamber. The ball-hinge and snap closure lips of the plastic dish serve to keep it from falling through the hole in the floor in which it sits. A black dish is best, as it traps more heat, and thus increases natural evaporation. A thermometer can be used to monitor the temperature inside the enclosed chamber, and the lamp should be placed at a distance above the chamber top which assures that the temperature inside will hold at about 75-80°F.

The net effect of this design is to provide areas where the animal life inside the arena can have a choice between a warm and humid climate or a cooler and drier climate, each of which is important for its health and comfort. Small pieces of bark or carefully-piled stones may be placed in the arena to provide places of seclusion. Small potted plants serve the same purpose, as well as enhancing the natural appearance of the arena.

When the arena is built and stocked with animal and plantlife, it should be kept clean by sweeping out the floor each day, and regularly changing or washing the plastic floor mat. A dry-land hermit crab from a pet shop will also serve as an excellent housekeeper for the arena, since it picks up bits of dropped food and gets along well with most other types of animal life sharing its quarters.

It is important to wash hands thoroughly after handling turtles, lizards and similar animals, and after cleaning the arena, since these animals can be carriers of certain infectious intestinal disorders that affect humans. By washing hands after working with the arena and its inhabitants, these disorders can effectively be avoided.
Outdoor turtle ponds

Outdoor turtle ponds, whether small or large, can bring aquatic life into the heart of almost any city or town—at nominal cost—to enhance the environment. For city dwellers especially, where natural areas may be hard to find, outdoor turtle ponds exhibit a natural aquatic environment that thrives in an atmosphere of city traffic and noise.

Many communities have concrete reflecting ponds of one sort or another. While these ponds often include a few plants and perhaps a few goldfish, they usually exhibit little more than an expanse of water. Such ponds are an ideal place to establish an attractive display of continuing natural pondlife culture that will thrive during months of temperate climate with surprisingly little maintenance.

With the proper selection of plants and other forms of life that are ecologically harmonious, a single source of a specially prepared food is all that is needed to provide for the system's energy needs. Experience has shown that once a living pond gets started fish will spawn and reproduce in the pool, turtles will peacefully bask on a centrally-located log, and dragonflies will manage to find their way to the pond although it is deep in a city.

Selecting a Pond

A concrete or stone pool with smooth vertical sides will serve well, provided it is at least a foot and a half deep. Circulation of water is not essential although some circulation is contributory to aeration needs and provides an aesthetic additive when allowed to flow back into the pond down rocks or through small bubbling outlets. Some forms of formal fountains featuring prominent water displays may not lend themselves to this application, but if the display is a simple sprinkler the fountain may benefit from the addition of a few pots of water iris and cattails.

Ponds that are provided with a continuous flow of city water can prove to be a problem if the water is heavily chlorinated. But where the water is usually left standing, or is recirculated, any chlorine in the water soon fades.

Pool size is not critical, although turtles like to feel they are well out of human reach. A minimum dimension is perhaps 20 feet across the smallest area.

Location of the pool is not of prime importance except where there is danger of vandalism. In such a case, a site should be selected in a well-populated open area where the presence of crowds can be expected to deter thoughtlessness and damage to plant and animal life. Raised retaining walls and a lowered water line are other deterrents to such practices. Keeping the area free of stones and other "throwables" is a wise precaution.

Installing the Exhibit

The best time to put living things in the pond is early spring, when the weather can be expected
to remain fair. Basic to the success of the system—and ease of maintenance—is inclusion of assorted plants and animals that are compatible and complementary. With the proper selection, sunlight and a specially prepared single food source provide the only necessary energy input.

Pond cleaning—housekeeping—is done by many dwellers of the aquatic environment. These animals are not easily seen. Some native aquatic animals such as the bullheads, frog tadpoles, crayfish, and pond dwelling turtles will help keep water clean by eating animal remains, surplus, or discarded bits of food. Don't overfeed, or allow unnatural foods to accumulate in the exhibit. In addition to being unsightly, oxygen may be depleted to a danger point.

A wide variety of warmwater fish such as bluegills and the smaller sunfishes can be exhibited. Freshwater turtles are particularly good since they like to come out of water to bask in the sun.

Plant life can be transplanted directly from swampland. Cattails and water iris are excellent, for they grow high above the water. Plants can be located at different points to enhance the attractiveness of the pond. Swamp plants should be planted in large wooden pots of swamp soil covered with a thin layer of sand. The pots should be shallow enough to be out of sight below the surface of the water.

A few pots containing only sandy gravel should be located near the edge of the pool. Bluegills will find the gravel at spawning time. As the fish fan out nests in the sand for their eggs, they will provide a living, changing exhibit. Their nesting behavior and nest-guarding practices add greatly to the experience gained by visitors.

Ornamental plants such as lilies can be added to provide an effect of floating vegetation. The leaves of many such plants, however, are the choice food of certain turtles, so other floating vegetation should be included to divert some of their grazing from the ornamentals. Ideal choices are duckweed, salvinia, azolla, and water lettuce.

These plants reproduce rapidly-enough to provide greens for the turtles to eat, and their movement about the pond provides a constant change of scenery. (Subsurface plants such as cabomba should not be used if there are recirculation pumps, as clogging can occur.)

In selecting plants, it is best to avoid the use of non-native vegetation—particularly, exotic floating plants. In many places, it poses real risks if it is accidentally loosed into local waters. A case in point is Water Hyacinth. Though it is an attractive ornamental, it has a history in this country that is pretty grim: Water hyacinth is an exotic ornamental that was imported from India and it became a great liability when it was loosed into the ponds and rivers below the continental frost line. In very little time, a single hyacinth plant is capable of reproducing itself to where it will choke inland waterways. In some southern States, hyacinth has become a great problem, and millions of dollars are spent annually to clear it from the rivers. People visiting the pond can complicate the picture. Because the plant is attractive, visitors may take some to grow in a garden at home. It is illegal to transport it across State lines.

Turtles

These small creatures can add much to a living exhibit; they become, indeed, its very focal point. Most of the fresh water terrapins found anywhere in the country will fare well in such a pond during spring and summer months. But in making your
selection it is best to avoid using exotic turtles, and other non-native wildlife. Non-native life often fails to adjust in such an environment and may also pose a threat to the nearby local environment should they accidentally get loose in it.

Since turtles like to bask in the sun, it is necessary to include an old log in the middle of the pool. Select logs naturally felled rather than a saw-cut log, which usually looks artificial and out of place in a natural setting.

A log with several branches serves best, for it can be placed tripod-like in the pond, with its branch ends on the bottom. This affords several ramp-like accesses for turtles to climb on to get out of water. Shallow grooves or notches should be cut by hand or chain saw, like a lattice, on the branch-ends that will be beneath the water. This provides footing for turtles. Should the log tend to float, a few bags of sand can be put on the ends touching the bottom, to hold it in place until it becomes water-logged. Aside from being a basking place, a rustic log enhances the natural scene.

Several loose rolls of large mesh construction wire below the log, flattened down so it doesn’t show above water, will provide a hiding place for the turtles and a safeguard against their theft.

Dyeing the Water
Darkening the water serves several purposes. It makes the pond look more like a natural area, inhibits growth of algae, and discourages all but the hardiest from wading into the murky water after the turtles or fish. There is a detraction in the use of dye, since fishes (other than goldfish) are not as easily seen in dyed water. This is unfortunate, but it is best to start out the season with the water fairly dark—while the pond is still a novelty. As the system settles down, some of the darkening can be flushed out by water replacement and visibility below the surface will improve. The dye should not be removed completely because of its inhibition of algae growth.

The dye is nigrosine #128B, a coal tar derivative sold by the Allied Chemical Corporation, National Aniline Division, 171 East Hunting Park Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 19124. It comes in a concentrated powder form which has no adverse effects on water life other than algae. The amount can vary, depending on the degree of darkening desired. About one pound will darken a large pond for most of a season with only an occasional need to add more.

Maintaining the Pond
The only food needed to keep the system going comes in a dry pellet form, known as trout meal, and is a balanced diet food used widely in fish hatcheries. (A fifty-pound bag costs about $6.00.)
About a pound a day is used in a system containing 15 to 20 large turtles, 50 medium-sized fish plus a few large goldfish, carp, and catfish, and a dozen small-bottom-feeding turtles. Floating plants, produced by nutriments in the water and sunlight, provide a fair measure of food for larger turtles. The Ralston Purina Corporation is one firm that packages the meal under the name “Trout Chow,” in a particularly useful pellet size, #5105, that floats until broken up by foraging turtles and fish. Broken bits will sink to the bottom to feed the pond’s scavenger life.

Determining the amount of food needed is by trial and error. If there is much left in the pool at the end of the day, cut back a little on the next day’s portion. Feeding over the weekend isn’t essential so long as a little extra is added to Friday and Monday feedings.

Cleaning the pond proves no problem. If things are in good ecological balance, the pond can go a whole season without having to be purged. A long-handled swimming pool skimming net can be used periodically to remove litter, and any over-abundance of floating plants. The growth of these plants should be greater than the appetite of the life feeding upon them, but should not be allowed to cover the entire pool. A third of the area in floating vegetation is usually adequate.

Interpreting the Pond

A few all-weather plaques that lend themselves to the “natural green in the city” motif, while identifying the plant and animal life in the pond, should be located nearby. It is not necessary to give volumes of data, but rather just enough to guide visitors—to interest them to seek further information. Whetting interest is all that is necessary to do a good job of interpretation. This will keep the signs to a minimum and they will not detract from the informal naturalness of the exhibit.

Identifying pictures and names of the turtles and other small creatures can be screened on sprayed masonite panels. The panels are mounted on brass rods and equipped with concrete bases. These can be placed in the water within reading but beyond reaching distance. The height of the rods should allow for fluctuating water levels. Removal by vandals can be frustrated by chaining the bases together when they are placed around a large central planting. Shaping the plaques to resemble lotus or lily leaves can make them more harmonious with the setting.